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Teacher Guide: Mental Health Project 

 

Project Goal 

The goal of this project is to create a real-world scenario where students develop an app to match 

people with appropriate mental health resources.  

 

Project Overview 

This project is meant to be a relaxed project intended to let students review topics they have 

learned throughout the year, in addition to exposing them to file readings. The task is to read a 

provided .txt file and load an arrayList of MentalHealth objects. After reading the file, the students 

will write the main class for user interaction and the methods for the object to manipulate each 

line of the file. This project reviews topics such as classes, objects, public vs. private methods, for-

loops, indexes, substrings, parameters, and much more.  

 

Teaching this Project 

This is a 3-5 day project. Students can allocate their time as they wish, and should work in groups 

individually or with a partner. Begin by briefly introducing the project on the first day (15 minutes, 

using the intro slides), and then let students explore. This project is not intended to be graded for 

accuracy -- as long as students put in effort into some aspect of the project, they should receive 

full credit. Complete directions that students can follow are given in the student guide, which 

should be clear.  
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Student Guide: Mental Health Database 

 

Your goal will be to create a personalized database for users to input message and be given 

personalized resources specific to their needs as indicated through their text.  

 

 
 

Project Guidelines 

This project’s goal is to allow you the creative freedom to explore any aspect of the project you 

find interesting. For a base implementation, you only have to implement the given methods.  This 

is to ensure that the program will run correctly. However, we encourage you to explore and go 

beyond the given methods to increase user interaction and customization.  

 

Grading 

This project should be stress free. The goal of this is to let you explore aspects of the project you 

 find interesting. Of course, you should implement at least the basic methods, but after that, 

you can spend your time on any of the following: 

● Optimizing the .txt file to allow for chains of words (i.e. “teen pregnancy” vs. just “teen” and 

“pregnancy” as two separate keywords) 

● Creating a larger, more diverse database of resources to allow for optimum user 

accessibility.  

● Prevent printing the top resource twice in both the top resource and additional resource 

section.  
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● Print the additional resources in order of occurrences to allow the user to see the best 

resources all in order.  

● Print multiple resources as the best, if more than one resource occurs the same maximum 

times.  

 

This project will be graded on the effort you put into it. As long as you’re working and exploring 

aspects of the project you’re interested in, you’ll receive full credit. If you go above and beyond, 

there might even be an opportunity for extra credit.  

 

Implementation 

Before you start writing code, we recommend that you explore the .txt file and the 

implementation of both classes to get a better feel of how the two classes interact with the .txt file.  

 

We will be giving you some of the starter code to begin with. This will include the method names 

and parameters needed in both the main and object class. In the object class, however, you will 

need to declare a few instance variables. In both programs, you will be writing the actual methods 

with any other local variables you think you will need.  

 

We’re not going to give you any answers to how to exactly implement things, as there is no one 

right algorithm! That’s what makes this project exciting. To build your methods, some tips: 

 

Going about MentalHealth.java (main class)  

This main class is the class that controls the user input and interaction. It will be calling methods 

with the object class. 

● readFile() 

○ The file reading method is given to you. However, it is your job to read in the file 

and convert each line to a MentalHealth object. Hint: String line is one line of the 

file. Use line to load the objects.  

○ Think about when the break statement should occur. When line equals what?  

● inputMessage() 

○ This is the method to allow the user to actually type in the message. It should 

return the message the user wrote.  

● readMessage(String message)  

○ This method takes in the user message as the parameter and will work through 

each word in the message to look for keywords. Notice that we introduce to you a 

new variable called a StringTokenizer. You probably are not familiar with this and 

thus we will provide some useful methods and explanations. First, a 

StringTokenizer takes a string and a delimiter as its two parameters. The string is 

what the tokenizer is looking through and the delimiter is the character the 

tokenizer will break the string by. This will allow you to look through each word of 

the message.  
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○ Two useful methods will be .hasMoreTokens() that will return a boolean indicating 

if any tokens are left and .nextToken() that will return the string of the next token.  

○ This method as a whole should look through each word, check if that word is a 

keyword of any of MentalHealth Object, and if it is, increment the occurrence of 

that object. Ignore punctuations and be case-insensitive.  

● printResources() and askForMoreResources() 

○ printResources() should look for the MentalHealth object with the most 

occurrences and print out the first resource with the most occurence. You may 

extend this and make it print with all the resources with the max occurrences.  

○ askForMoreResources() should ask the user if they would like to view other 

resources applicable to them. Depending on their answer, you must print the rest 

of the resources or not.  

 

Going about MentalHealthObject.java (object class) 

This is the object class where the object gets is state and behavior. 

● Declare any instance variables needed.  

● MentalHealthObject(String fileLine) 

○  The constructor that sets all variables to its initial declaration.  

● containKeyWords(String inputWord)  

○ This method checks if the given word is a keyword of the object. This method 

should ensure to ignore any punctuations and be case-insensitive.  

● getOutputLine()  

○ This method should return a string that is printable and friendly for the user to see.  

● incrementOccurences() and getOccurences()  

○ Setter and getter methods. ‘ 

● loadKeyWords(String line)  

○ This method takes a line of the file and loads its keywords to the current 

MentalHealth Object.  

  

Going about mentalhealthdatabase.txt (text file/database) 

This is the text file containing the database of mental health resources. 

● Observe and analyze the file. Take note of where certain indexes of characters are and 

how the file is formatted in terms of the name of the resource, its hotline, and its keywords.  

 

 


